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This bibliography seeks to improve mathematics instruction in two ways. The first aim is to serve as a guide in locating higher-order thinking skills material in mathematics; the second is to encourage the integration of higher-order thinking skills techniques into the mathematics curriculum. Entries are included that address instruction at the elementary, middle, and high school levels. Also addressed are instructional issues related to problem solving, cognitive science, computer-assisted instruction, and metacognition. This annotation was compiled by the SEIL Graduate Assistants in Mathematics, Anthony Boswell and Boyd Coan, under the direction of Frederick Smith. Many thanks to Betty Howie, Joan Taylor, and Barbara Meeks for proofreading and assistance with typing the document. Special thanks is extended to Beau Fly Jones, North Central Regional Educational Laboratory and Barbara Presseisen, Research for Better Schools for the entries they submitted for this document.


Educators have long needed a resource capable of giving them a clear insight into the real nature of mathematical learning. This book provides a practical psychological framework for understanding children's mathematical development and the ways in which that development can go wrong, thereby giving teachers a basis for making informed decisions concerning mathematics education. Suggestions for remediating learning difficulties and overcoming math anxiety are presented in this important contribution to mathematics education for young children in preschool through third grade and for students with special needs.


The authors focus on two general research approaches. The first derives from studies of individuals who are experts in particular domains and emphasizes the role of domain-specific knowledge. A second approach emphasizes general strategic and metacognitive knowledge. The authors conclude that many existing programs that are designed to teach thinking and problem solving involve an emphasis on general skills and strategies, in contrast to domain-specific knowledge. They argue that these programs can be strengthened by focusing more explicitly on domain knowledge, especially when
students are helped to understand how different ways of learning new knowledge can affect their abilities to solve relevant problems. Of particular interest to the practitioner is the IDEAL approach to problem solving, which has five components: Identify, Define, Explore, Act, and Look and Learn. The ability to solve learning problems often requires a number of passes through this IDEAL cycle.


This is a report on the research project, "The Skills and Procedures of Mathematical Problem Solving in Pupils of 9-13 Years," conducted at the Polytechnic of the South Bank, London. The need for this project, both from a mathematical and from a pedagogical point of view, is explored. Two main tasks were attempted: The first was the construction of an inventory of mathematical problem-solving skills and procedures; the second was to design and test a structured teaching programme.


To assist educators in making effective use of their computers, this digest reviews useful research with practical classroom applications. This issue provides a synthesis of research on the use of computers to teach mathematics and addresses questions such as:

1. Should programming be used to teach mathematics?
2. What are intelligent tutoring systems and how can they help students be more reflective and thoughtful problem solvers?
3. Can graphing problems help reduce girls' math anxiety?

Research is reviewed on programs such as the Geometry Tutor, AlgebraLand, The Geometric Supposer, Green Globs, Algebra Arcade, and microcomputer-based laboratories. The software is reviewed from the perspective of the cognitive science research dealing with how people develop their thinking and problem-solving abilities.


A central premise of this paper is that the solutions of problems involving a routine application of a single arithmetic operation, particularly solutions of young children, do in fact involve real problem-solving behavior. A related premise is that research on children's solutions of simple arithmetic word problems can provide insights into the development of more complex problem-solving abilities. Finding an appropriate representation for a mathematical problem so that it can be solved may involve more than mere translation into mathematical form and more than using an approach based strictly on syntax and/or key words. Many successful problem solvers
attend to the semantics of the problem. For this reason, the author offers a refinement of some schemata for classifying addition and subtraction word problems. This particular analysis proposes four broad classes of addition and subtraction problems: Change, Combine, Compare, and Equalize.


In this chapter, a variety of studies are reviewed, beginning with a survey of the large existing national data base on mathematics education. Then, the author focuses on what students learn from instruction and describes different forms of mathematics instruction, including problem solving. Sociological issues arising from mathematics instruction are described. The article concludes with a discussion of the research on two current areas of interest: levels of thinking in microcomputers and geometry.


There has been a history of controversy in mathematics between the drill-and-practice orientation that emphasizes rote memorization of mathematical formulas and procedures and the approach based on comprehending and creatively using mathematics skills. This book seeks to explain and diffuse this dispute by taking a broad view of the cognitive-science approach to the teaching and learning of mathematics. It is primarily concerned with providing a deeper understanding of the thought processes involved in mathematical thinking, including what goes on inside children's heads as they learn mathematics and do mathematical problem solving. Among the areas considered are: the cognitive science approach to mathematics education; deficiency in typical school curricula; the nature of representations; retrieval, construction and mapping; and basic concepts used to facilitate the discussion of human information processing as it relates to mathematical problem solving.


This survey presents the essentials of a study concerning problem-solving ability in children ages 12-13. It forms part of a large project concerning the impact of calculators and computers in school mathematics and the consequences for certain abilities. In brief, the contents of the survey are: (1) definition of problem-solving ability, (2) test construction, (3) interviews, and (4) supplementary investigations.

Three problem-solving skills, guess, test, and simplification, are introduced and reinforced through a variety of motivating problem situations. Solutions of sample problems and extensive directions for the teacher encourage the use of Polya's four-step model of problem solving.


Research on how expert teachers structure lessons and manage content may suggest how others can communicate mathematics more skillfully and how supervisors can assist them in doing so. Conducted over a period of six years, the study of the arithmetic teaching of seven "expert" elementary school teachers suggests that content knowledge is critical. Supervisors may assist this content development in mathematics by holding miniseminars on topics such as: regrouping, equivalent fractions, multidigit multiplication and division, and word problems. Although expert teachers do many of the same things well, they do not necessarily do them in the same way. With close attention to this individuality, supervisors may also assist teachers by locating where in the teaching repertoire support is most needed and providing this support.


This study involved 48 students ages 9 to 12. The experimental group of 29 students was divided into smaller groups; each of the subgroups then performed learning exercises designed to improve skills in analyzing and processing expressions frequently included in addition and multiplication problems. The study concludes that the exercises helped significantly to improve problem-solving performance.


This chapter does not solve the dilemma of whether or not thinking is taught in mathematics. Rather, it considers the application of research on cognition and cognitive instruction to mathematics instruction. It is noted that many of the same assumptions articulated about learning in general are present in the research and folklore of mathematics education. For example, the parallels between language arts and mathematics is evident in at least six basic themes. However, some differences in the way those involved in
mathematics education view the organizational patterns are pointed out. Two examples illustrate the use of the author's Planning Guide for Instruction in Mathematics. The first example is an algorithm for subtracting three-digit numbers which focuses on the teaching of procedural knowledge to enhance thinking; the second uses the Rhombus to illustrate how to teach concepts. Some adaptations in the strategies and planning guides for the more or less proficient student may become necessary, but it is suggested that if the tenets of cognitive instruction are followed, all students will benefit.


The relationship between the mathematics curriculum and the psychology of human learning and cognition is explored in this chapter, and an overview of the mathematics curriculum and the psychology of mathematics learning is provided. Also presented are five representative areas of the mathematics curriculum (counting, arithmetic computation, arithmetic application, algebraic computation, and algebra application). For each area, examples of research are given to show how cognitive research and the mathematics curriculum are related. This chapter is based on the premise that cognitive psychology has implications for organizing and teaching the mathematics curriculum. In a parallel manner, cognitive psychologists can benefit from the challenges posed by the need to provide mathematics instruction to children.


Six adolescents with learning disabilities participated in an eight-step cognitive strategy designed to enable students to read, understand, carry out, and check verbal math problems encountered in the general math secondary curriculum. Visual analysis of the data indicates that the strategy was an effective intervention for this sample of students who had deficits in verbal math problem solving.


Student acquisition of problem-solving and higher-order thinking skills has long been a goal of schools in general and of mathematics educators specifically. Thus, the tools used to teach these skills must be equal to the challenge of this goal. This article discusses the fact that mathematics textbooks are not doing enough to actively involve students in the development, practice, and acquisition of higher-order thinking skills. The author offers an analysis scheme for evaluating textbooks and for classifying printed instructional materials according to...
the type of content, level of cognitive activity, stage of mastery, and mode of response.


The authors are concerned with: the nature of understanding in procedural domains, whether and how the understanding of mathematical principles enhances performance skill, and the ways in which both understanding and procedural competence are learned. Arithmetic is a convenient arena in which to work, in that it is a domain in which procedures are codified and directly taught. In this study, the domain is place value; its procedural expression is multidigit subtraction. The initial theoretical analysis considers the nature of errors in subtraction and their implications and outlines a set of principles that provides the mathematical justification for many subtraction algorithms. In addition, several sets of empirical data are examined. Some data provide rough evidence of the extent to which elementary school children know the principles, while the description of a set of instructional experiments helps to establish some understanding of procedural skill. This analysis is compatible with earlier findings, but is not identical with them.


The aim of this study is to investigate the informal and formal mathematical knowledge of children suffering from "mathematics difficulty" (MD). Children in the study group were individually presented with a large number of tasks designed to measure key mathematical concepts and skills. Major findings of the study suggest that:
(1) MD children are not seriously deficient in key informal math concepts and skills.
(2) MD children's calculational errors often result from common error strategies.
(3) MD children display severe difficulty in recalling common addition facts, but, in the area of problem solving, MD children are in many respects similar to normal, younger peers.


This article addresses the question, "Can students be taught general strategies that truly enhance their abilities to solve mathematical problems?" Schoenfeld presents the rationale for heuristics and notes some questions about their effectiveness in the teaching of problem solving. These questions are discussed, and the course he used to implement the heuristics is described. Tips for the
effective use of heuristics, as well as obstacles that prevent successful use, are also mentioned.


Aspects of mathematical understanding that extend beyond the mastery of routine facts and procedures are explored in this paper. The author deals with three aspects of such understanding, summarized in the following three assertions:
(1) Metacognitive skills and a mathematical epistemology are essential to mathematical competence.
(2) Most students do not develop very many metacognitive skills or a mathematical epistemology because math instruction deals with the understanding of basic facts and the memorization of mathematical procedures.
(3) It is possible, although it takes a lot of time and effort, to develop these skills in students.
Schoenfeld discusses the nature of metacognition and how development of this level of thought can be successfully incorporated into a curriculum for students. He also believes that there are issues that mathematics education can address beyond the scope of cognitive science, such as classroom realities and how they must be shaped to facilitate a successful learning environment in the future.


The purpose of this research was to determine the effectiveness of using a version of Creative Problem Solving (CPS) to increase problem solving activities of kindergarten students, and to determine the practical significance of using CPS as a method for increasing problem-solving skills of kindergarten students. The statistical analysis of the data showed no significant differences between the control and experimental groups on problem-solving ability after the six-week interval. However, the results did indicate an educationally significant impact on problem-solving acquisition when using creative problem-solving techniques with kindergarten children.


The often neglected strategy of looking back is discussed, and an example is given. The author sees this step as one that can give students a glimpse at the creation of conjectures. It can also give students a small taste of designing mathematical problems, rather than just absorbing the already polished procedures. Looking back
can develop the outlook that how an answer is obtained is more important than the answers. The what-if-not procedure is described in which attributes of a situation are systematically varied to create new situations and questions. A special case of this procedure, "Can the problem be generalized," is applied to the example used in the article.